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Letrs take risk assessment. What rea1ly are the components of
this that the policy maker has to consider? One of then is
identifying the potential contaminants of concern. Another is
defining what the toxic or health related effects of the
contaminants are. You al-so need to figure out who is exposed
to this toxic contaminant. Then, somehow, you must put aII of
thís together in a scientific analysis to make some kind of risk
assessment for varying types of exposure scenarios. with respect
to the contaminants of concern in indoor air, I think we have alI
heard a litany of those over the last day and a ha1f. It is ny
impression that the range of contaminants that lte are dealing
with is fairly well knownr with the possible exception of the
organics and the pathogenic organisms. I am not a scientist that
is well into this fieldr but my sense is that the area of organic
contaminants is the least well defined in terms of potential
contaminants of concern. They are difficult to measure. I think
someone talked yesterday about what amounted to a picket fence on
a chromatogram in terms of analysis. We have no vray of knowing
right Dow¡ in a practical sêDSê¡ whether the fourth picket to the
left is the one that is rea1ly causing the problem or a
combination of the fourth through the seventhr or some other
combination" vüith respect to identifying problêilsr that is

of significant need.
In the health effects area, again, my sense is that it is a
combination of good news/bad nelrs. For some of the contamínants
like radon, asbestos, tobacco smoke, and a few others, there ís a
reasonable scientific consensus of some of the risks that are
associated with the contaminant. It is far from complete in
terms of an absolute toxicological definition, but on a relative
scale, I think v¡e are in good shape. lfhen we begin looking at
some of the othersr Iike organics or various combinations of
contaminantsr our ability to define toxic and health effects ís
much fuzzier. That has to be taken into account when we are
setting any kind of policy"
Let me give you a few exanples of some of the kinds of
uncertainties that exist" One is the uncertainty in extrapolating
data fron animal tests to humans. hle all read about it in the
paper with respect to various kinds of drugs and productsr but it
is equally relevant in the environmental area. You are trying to
define a toxic Iimit for a certain kind of contaminant that you
are trying to regulate. Then there is the whole question of the
uncertain relationship between short-term high exposure to longterm chronic exposurer ând trying to extrapolate from that kind
of data to establish a health effect. There is clearly the
uncertainty about the possible contarninant interactions. I think
there is great uncertainty about our ability to even detect
chronic effects, let alone figure out what the causes nay be.
So, policy makers, when trying to come to grips with a
contaminant issue have to somehow get a feel for how good or how
bad the toxic and health retated data they are examining really
are. I think many times the public would Iike to perceive that
as being an absolute known and it is far from that.
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Letrs shift to the exposure part of the equation again. we are
rnaking good progress in this area. As was poin-ted out
morningr âD ever increasing number of studies aie concerned this
different kinds of exposure scenarios, different combinationswith
contaminants, etc. We have made a fair amount of progress of
in
that particular area, but there are still a 1ot of uñceriainties
r'here too- rf you will notice from these studiesr most have
involved ten houses, twenty-five houses, fifty houses. Wnen you
,r9.ta1king about conceivabty setting a na€ional standard or
;o1icy for some particular activity, that is not a very rarge
rross-section.
The combination of exposure scen-arioÃ,
:ontaminant scenarios, and ventilation rates that you
might use
in estimating overall exposure is 1iterally almost endless.
It
)ecomes a major management job trying to pick or choose which of
.hose are most representaLive sõ yóu cai focus your research
:fforts. r am sure the researcheis who
ta1'ked here have
:rajor difficulties trying to define whathave
particurar
kinds of
;cenarios they even want to look at.
lhere is also another najor uncertainty that has to be evaluated.
'hat is the adequacy and consistency-data.
oi the monitoring techniques
were
-hat
used
generate
to
the
r am not intinafety
-amiliar with the earlier studies
that
bave been done in the air
.rea. I am willing to bet, however, that the consistency between
ìeasurement methods is not what you would like in terms of
:st_âblishing a comprehensive
ivol-utionary kind of mode her aãta base. we are in an

iifferent researchers try to fi
,ifferent methods, etc. That
¡ethods. I'ihen you try to take
rom a variety of different stud
,oes down a Þi! if you have a whole different spectrum of
.nalytical techniciues.
'here is one other uncertainty r would mention. That is how you
ina11y use thq exposure data that has been deveropäd.
have to take a Lr this data and put it in ôome
ltirat_elyr_you
ind of model, a mathematicar rnoder-,
to pr"åi.t what the
-'xposures arg fgl a larggr pgpulation. t would say two things
¡ith respect to the use ót moaèrs . There are a large number õr
rssumptions that 90 into any model which make it soñrething less
:han an exact science.
Ãtso, f or every rnode]
is a
esearcher who thinks that it is the onty midel thatthere
works
and
:on€ of the rest work right. so you haïe a rnajor debate over
¡hich model- is_ ap.propriate th_at uslally takes práce anytime you
et to the modeling stage. Certainly r thin¡<- tnat iõ tt¡e cå"e
n terms of estimating exposure on any kind
of rarger scale.
inallyl you come down to trying
put that available exposure
ata and avaiÌable health risk andtotõxicology
data togethe-r into
ome kind of risk assessment. That gets to be a reai
problem.
s r understand it, it is far from being what t wourã
carl a
recise science. Each of the components that I have mentioned
ave uncertainties in them. When cornbined, the uncertainties
ultiply. The combination usuaJ.ly results in an eitremery wide
1l_9
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range of risk estimates. For example, I am sure you are aware
there v¡as a huge public debate over establishing whether
saccharin is a najor cause of cancer in the United States and
what should be done to regulate it. Although it is not an indoor
air issue, I think the princÍple ís t.he same. The National
Acadeny of Sciences investigated the issue. Their analysis
indicated that, over a seventy year period¡ exposure to a daily
amount of saccharin of one hundred twenty milligrams might result
in a number of bladder cancers ranging from less than one to
Lr440r000. Now I am firmly convinced that the scientists that
put the estimate together did the best job they coul-d. I am
equally convinced that the Food and Drug Administrator who had to
make the regulatory decision did not get a great deal of comfort
out of that risk assessment as an aid in helping him make a
decisíon. Bill Ruckelshaus, the head of EPA, has talked on t.his
kind of issue. One of the points he makes also illustrates the
point. He has a story that says health datar or risk data, is
like a captured spy. ff you torture hirn long enough, he will tell
you anything you vrant. I believe there is some truth to that.
Eminent scientists can stand up and debate both sides of many
health risk assessments, but the non-sc'ientíst is left wondering
who is right.
Letrs move to the risk management part of this equationr which is
every bit as difficult as the area I just talked about. It is
probably more difficult in some vrays, and more interesting. The
fundamental decision you have to make up front, having done some
of this risk assessment, is whether there is enough evidence even
to have a standard or policy or regulation. In some cases the
answer may be¡ blo. Yetr if the projected risks seem high enough,
and if none of the existing programs of various agencies witl
address the problemr then you make the decision that some sort of
regulatory program should be put into pIace. One of the first
things you have to decide is what is the appropriate regulatory
mechanism. Andr as Dr. Meyer poinÈed out this morning¡ a Iarge
number of agencies at the federal leveLr let alone the local
Ievel' have the ability to take some kind of action involving
indoor air. As a result, one of the first things that has to be
done onthe national level is to sort out what is the appropriate
mix of authorities and approaches to be used. We have not done
that yet as a group in any concrete wây, but I think there is a
fair amount of discussion going on.
lile then begin to move into the question of what kind of controls
or policÍes coul-d be used to actually address the problemr
whether single contaminant or a suite of contaminants. !ühen you
start applying that to indoor air problens, as you have heard'
tbere are a wide range of optíons to choose from. You could set
indoor air quality standards which would then become a design
goal, sinilar to water quality standards or national air quality
standards. You can set product standards whích wiIl deal with
building materials, emission rates, actual design characteristics
of appliances' what have you. You can set building design
standardsr certainly in terms of rnaterials, ventilat j on rat-es,
operating characteristics. There is a whole suite of optional
L20
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controls, standards, and policies that need to be addressed in
formulating some sort of an overal-l attack on this problem. And
in doing that t
are really concerned with tño different
situations. You You
are dealing with nevr buildings, new enclosures,
and you are involved in the existing problems 1n older buildings.
The ratter is by far the most difficul_t one to soLve in iy
opinion. It is very analogous to the problem yre are faced wit-h
at EPA in handling the hazardous waste sites resulting
fron the
past thirty years of practice. This is much more difficult
than
trying to regulate for nevÌr installations.
'1'here are also other factors that enter the risk management
discussions which have to take place in estabrishing a policy, a
standardr or a guideline. Costr/benef it cannot be ig-noreã. there
are clearly things tLrat could be done (and we could þrobably come
rp with a whole list of them right now) that woürd, in-fact,
resolve the indoor air problem. They would probably also
break
-he country or be out of the range of reason for a lõca1 citizen
rr a building owner. There are others that tend to be more
:easonabl-e. Certainly the whole cost,/benef it situation has
be
looked at. There arso has to be a strong look in settingtoany
rolicy at the ability to implement it oi enforce it. A; Dr-.
''1eyer pointed out, some laws, regulations, or pol icies
may be
:echnically correct, theoretically- right, moraLl-y very corrèct,
rut.totaJ.J-_y impractical- in terms of implernentation f õr a whole
rariety of reasons. Despite the fact that the technical data
rays there is a probrern¡ the agency manager at any
has to
leal with the practicality of getting J p"rticuiarrever
policy
or
egulation
implemented. Thatts not an easy task.

lhe last thing r wouÌd mention is the defendability of a
rartÍcul9r po1i"y or regulatory program. we have becom-e very
nuch a litigali!9
society. rt is aimost a surety that at thã
rational ievel firstr,
he
;tate and locaL leve
;ignificant impact for
Ï:
round to be chalLenqed
L,
:hen, to immediat"Íy'
er
_rol icy you come up w ith
in
rctually getting it into place.
't

rn terms of options available for indoor air quality remedies,
¡ith respect t9_ building ventilation and some types -of building
rateriar specificationsr wê have a pretty gooo- handle on whaõ
:ost/benefits might ber or perhaps ïtrat in-e optimum solution
,ight be. rt_is not perfect, but in a relatívê sense, we have
tretty good information. hlhen you look
at other remedies such as
rasic changes in synthetic matèrial-s used
in furniture or other
ypes of household products, there is much
less information
vailabLe ut !his point on which to base any sort of far-reactring
olicy. I think the basic uncer:ainty we ñave here is how wellí
s part of the r.isk.malagement procãss, can we actually def iné
he benefits to be obtainèd from some of these options? Ideally
p-o]i"y maker or decision nrakerr you like a series of blac'k
s
nd-a white choices. rn reality what-you have
is a series of
I2T

shades of gtay choices.
gen.eral-r- theoretical'
AII of this nay sound very bureagcr.atic,
it all means' As a
what
wondering
thêre
and you are =lÉting out
with on national'
perspective on-ptoilems_that we are grappling
more real for you
fittle
a
it
make
me
st.ate and 1ocal levelsr Iet
that You are the administrator
elevén otclock FridaY morning;
u have sPent three daYs before
Jrï""our",T *'J;
you must make a final

in which
to índoo
resPect
wittr
decision

have a meeting

J"':S.i:'i;;
í:T
risk managenrent

with a large grouP of PeoPIe'
modifications 1o existing build
requirenents. The risk assessme
per year i.n tl9 United States
will reduce the nutnÈ"r of cancers
¡ slck leave bY 50'000 hours Per
that their risk estimates are
ssocjated with this Particular
next
o be $800 míIlion over the
exPense
rease in annual oPerating
han two floors.

with the new standard material'
billion over a ten Year
there are three towns in
factories which make sY
materials used in officegobuild
out
two of those towns will
You
have
will novJ be closed. Americ
Owners Association of
standard is chosen. TwentYsÈa
ventilation standard. Your to
uP
set
panel that has been
ãifference of oPinion on the v
r22

the risk assessments that you have to us€. FinalIy, your wife
has just called and your last risk management policy has failed
because your teenage son was just picked up for going 75 mph in a
25 mph zone. Sighing audiblyr fou probably take your last Maalox
and start the meeting in which you have to pick one of those two
options for risk management.
NTow that is a fanciful scenario, but it is certainly not aII that
far from reality in terms of the kinds of decisions that have to
re made at the national level. I expect if you were at all into
-.he role or thought process of the scenario, Lhere vtas probably a
rittle discomfort about being faced with these decisions. ALso'
it is applicable to the kinds of decisions that have to be made
on a building code or land use planning policy. That is the
ever was an uncertain
?rocess you go through. If there
:nvironment, that is ít. And yet you end up having to make a
lecision that is professional and sound, credible to the public,
and defendable in courts. I am glad I do not get paid to nake
:he kind of decision at the national- IeveI that the scenario
:a1ked about.

Decisions must be made at all Ievels in dealing with indoor air
quality. What needs to happen is that collectively we must make
;he best decisions possible. For this to occur several things
nust happen. Groups like this have to communicate. I think the
point h¡as made this morning that communication is absolutely
essential and I would second that in spades. We have to talk to
each other on al-1 Level-s. liany of the key decisíons are more
åp[-,ropriaLely nrade at- L]re local level, but- l-here needs to be some
lackup for the folks who are out on the line at the local 1eve1r
in terms of better information that they can use. Some things
may need to be done at the national or state level and there
needs to be consensus from below that thisr in factr is the
appropriate level for action. We also need to communicate with
r-he publ ic. They are the ultimate judges of our decisions. If
we do not come up with sonething that not only addresses what we
as professionals feel are problems and but also is credible to
the public whom we are protecting, thenwe þave not done our job.
And, if that occurs, we may not long have the license to continue
to do our job because we l-ose the support of the public who pays

the

charge.

I hope this presentation has perhaps provided a little different
perspective on the problem of policy making as it relates to
incioor air quality.
?UESTION: Is there hope for improving the basis for making risk
assessments?

I guess I am an optinrist. I am not a toxicologist, but
my sense is yêsr although vre wiIl probably never get it as
refined as ire would like to because there are so many compound

ANSI¡IER:

factors that come into play. I feel that the biggest improvement
will probably come in the exposure area as opposed to toxicology.
The latter is confounded by the complex biological interactions
123

that take place, the inherent problems in translating data from
animals to humans, and the need for long-term studies to evaluate
effects. I think progress in the toxÍcology area is going
somewhat slower than our ability to define exposure. Maybe
sornebody will l-ook into that area. I think we are gradually
growing and improving. There is a growing consensus perhaps on
the techniques that we need to apply to some of this risk
assessment.

EPA has been publishing papers on indoor
problems
for several years' what are t.he
air contamination
prospects of us taking any regulatory action or policy?
ANSWER: In one sense actíons are being taken. We have two
authorities in existence. On is the Toxic Substance Control Act.
The other is caIled the Federal Insecticide' Fungicider and
Both are
Rodentícide Act, which regulates pesticides.
that
taken
actions
use/benefit kinds of laws. There have been
of
part
review
of
our
relate to indoor exPosures as
We
uses.
proposed
for certain
new individual chemicals that are
That
review
also review existing chemicals already in commerce.
was the genesis of the asbestos program and there have also been
decisions made on certa.in household pesticides that involve
primarily indoor air considerations.
There is another factor that affects the whole policy'making
equation which I wilt call the regulatory climate. We go in
cycles in this countryr as best I have been able to observe. We
gõ through periods when there is a strong move to establish
better regulãtory programsr better policies to do things. And we
go through periods vrhe[r for a who]e variety of reasonsr people'
óongrêSSr the nevl adninistration, are saying, "Enough is--enough;
h¡e ñeed to get the government off the back of the peopler" and so
the whole actívity slows down. We are in one of those periods
novt, I think. Any nevr regulatory program, certainly of a
New
national scoper Eêquires budgets to implement it.
the
are
in
they
as
cêrtainly
be
requiredr
authoritíes rnáy also
Budget
and
lvtanagement
f
ice
of
And
the
Of
case of indoor air.
right nov, is trying to hold down the federal budget and shift
more authority and responsibilities to local government as
opposed to all federal government. It is not at all sympathe_t_ic
a-bõut initiating a najor new regulatory program. So basically
right now, npe an¿ many of the other agencies Dr. Meyer pointe_d
out, are in a research and information-gathering mode and we do
have a substantial budget involved in that area. If I had to
speculaÈe¡ I would say that probably over the next three to five
years, as more data becomes avaiLabte from a variety of _the_se
ètudies, there nay be a consensus developed on certain needs for
national regulations. It is not something that I think is going
to happen this year or next Year.

OUESTION: Given

that
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